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E LEMENTS

The formation of ore the future evolution of the resource of strategic
deposits often appears metals; the development of applications has been
to result from a “magic much faster than that of knowledge about how
chain” made from a the resource might be increased to match this
coherent succession of expansion. The names of the rare earth elements,
geological, geochemical, such as ytterbium and europium, have become
mineralogical, etc. pro- familiar to the public, because they are frequently
cesses that concentrate heard on the radio, TV, and Internet. There is
metallic elements. The an emerging collective fear that we will run out
efficiency of such ele- of this resource. This is perfectly depicted in
Georges Calas
ment concentration is the cartoon reproduced below and published in
really extraordinary, as December 2010 by the French satirical magazine
illustrated by elements such as gold, which is con- Le Canard Enchaîné.
centrated from the ppb level to nuggets weighing
70 kg. As a consequence, humankind has used for The fi rst issue of Elements, guest edited by Robert
millennia these mineral resources, which have Bodnar, was on the theme “Fluids in Planetary
been central to technological progress since the Systems.” Interestingly, the fi rst article of the
Stone Age. And it is still the case. Rare earth ele- issue, written by Steve Kesler—and thus the fi rst
ments do not take full advantage of this “magic contributed article published in Elements—was
chain.” The most abundant rare earth elements entitled “Ore-Forming Fluids.” Since, Elements
are indeed similar in crustal abundance to transi- has published several articles dealing with oretion elements such as chromium or nickel. Despite forming processes. However, the present issue on
this, ore deposits of the former are much rarer rare earth minerals and deposits is devoted only
to ore deposits. It
than those of the
perfectly illustrates
latter. Scandium,
how recent laboraa transition eletory and field data
ment usually clasprovide
clues to
sified with the rare
understanding the
earths due to its
conditions of forgeochemical propmation of rare earth
erties, forms fewer
deposits.
than 10 rare or very
rare and unique
The “rare earth
minerals. A geocrisis” that occurred
chemical invariant
in 2010 underlined
during weathering
t he
i mp or t a nc e
processes, exploited
of teaching ore
only as a by-product,
– What? A gram of dysprosium! You’ve gone overboard!
deposits in the Earth
scandium is a typ– We wanted to offer you lanthanum, but we didn’t find any!
science curriculum.
ical element not
(Cabu, Le Canard Enchaîné, 15/12/2010 – © Le Canard Enchaîné)
This realization is
involved in the
affecting the posi“magic chain.”
tions and funding opportunities in many Earth
Rare earths minerals do not usually attract science departments. For instance, Europe is creattention and are often put in a modest place in ating a network on minerals resources, ERA-Min
museum mineral collections. They are also sacri- (www.era-min-eu.org), in order to strengthen a
ficed in mineralogy classes to leave time for more community that received less attention in the
noble or “important” minerals. This reminds me past. And new expertise will arrive in the field.
of Andersen’s Ugly Duckling, a tale beloved around
the world that shows an apparent transformation for the better. Indeed, despite rare earths
being of prime importance in geochemistry, rare
earth minerals remained, in the past, of minor
importance for most mineralogists. However,
recent events have put the spotlight on them,
placing the rare earth resource in the forefront
of present-day concerns. Modern societies are
anxious to obtain this resource needed for many
technological developments: once extracted, rare
earths are desirable, although, in the past, they
never attracted such attention and fame. The Ugly
Duckling is now a noble swan.
In most countries, politicians and the media
frequently question Earth science departments
and organizations about rare earths, as our disciplines have always been involved in the exploration, mining and mineral processing of metallic
resources. They are eager to hear from us about
323

The Beauty was sleeping: it has been said that,
during the emergence of China’s rare earth
supremacy, most Western countries did not realize
the perilous situation they now fi nd themselves
in, as if they were sleepwalking. The Sleeping
Beauty is awaking. It is our hope that the present
revival of interest in ore deposits in general and
in rare earth deposits in particular, integrating
sustainable development concepts and an active
environmental conscience in the exploitation and
utilization of mineral resources, will continue to
help us fi nd answers about the workings of the
“magic chain.”
Georges Calas (georges.calas@upmc.fr)*
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